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Abstract
Search trees are commonly used to implement access operations to a set of stored keys. If
this set is static and the probabilities of membership queries are known in advance, then one can
precompute an optimal search tree, namely one that minimizes the expected access cost. For a
non-key query, a search tree can determine its approximate location by returning the inter-key
interval containing the query. This is in contrast to other dictionary data structures, like hash
tables, that only report a failed search. We address the question “what is the additional cost of
determining approximate locations for non-key queries”? We prove that for two-way comparison
trees this additional cost is at most 1. Our proof is based on a novel probabilistic argument
that involves converting a search tree that does not identify non-key queries into a random tree
that does.
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Introduction

Search trees are among the most fundamental data structures in computer science. They are used
to store a collection of values, called keys, and allow efficient access and updates. The most common
operations on such trees are search queries, where a search for a given query value q needs to return
the pointer to the node representing q, provided that q is among the stored keys.
In scenarios where the keys and the probabilities of all potential queries are fixed and known
in advance, one can use a static search tree, optimized so that its expected cost for processing
search queries is minimized. These trees have been studied since the 1960s, including a classic work
by Knuth [16] who developed an O(n2 ) dynamic programming algorithm for trees with three-way
comparisons (3wcst’s). A three-way comparison “q : k” between a query value q and a key k has
three possible outcomes: q < k, q = k, or q > k, and thus it may require two comparisons, namely
“q = k” and “q < k”, when implemented in a high-level programming language. This was in fact
pointed out by Knuth himself in the second edition of “The Art of Computer Programming” [17,
§6.2.2 ex. 33]. It would be more efficient to have each comparison in the tree correspond to just
∗
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one binary comparison. Nevertheless, trees with two-way comparisons (2wcst’s) are not as well
understood as 3wcst’s, and the fastest algorithm for computing such optimal trees runs in time
Θ(n4 ) [2, 4, 6, 7].
Queries for keys stored in the tree are referred to in the literature as successful queries, while
queries for non-key values are unsuccessful. Every 3wcst inherently supports both types of queries.
The search for a non-key query q in a 3wcst determines the “location” of q — the inter-key interval
containing q. (By an inter-key interval we mean an inclusion-maximal open interval not containing
any key.) Equivalently, it returns q’s successor in the key set (if any). This feature is a by-product
of 3-way comparisons — even if this information is not needed, the search for q in a 3wcst produces
this information at no additional cost. In contrast, other commonly used dictionary data structures
(such as hash tables) provide only one bit of information for non-key queries — that the query is
not a key. This suffices for some applications, for example in parsing, where one needs to efficiently
identify keywords of a programming language. In other applications, however, returning the nonkey query interval (equivalently, the successor) is useful. For example, when search values are
perturbed keys (say, obtained from inaccurate measurements), identifying the keys nearest to the
query may be important.
With this in mind, it is reasonable to consider two variants of 2wcst’s: 2wcstloc ’s, which
are two-way comparison search trees that return the inter-key interval of each non-key query (just
like 3wcst’s), and 2wcstnil ’s, that only return the “not a key” value ⊥ to report unsuccessful
search (analogous to hash tables). Since 2wcstnil trees provide less information, they can cost
less than 2wcstloc ’s. To see why, consider an example (see Figure 1) with keys K = {1, 2}, each
with probability 1/5. Inter-key intervals (−∞, 1), (1, 2), (2, ∞) each have probability 1/5 as well.
The optimum 2wcstloc tree (which must determine the inter-key interval of each non-key query),
has cost 12/5, while the optimum 2wcstnil tree (which need only identify non-keys as such) has
cost 9/5. Note that 2wcstloc trees are much more constrained; they contain exactly 2n + 1 leaves.
2wcstnil trees may contain between n + 1 and 2n + 1 leaves. (More precisely, these statements
hold for non-redundant trees — see Section 2.)
To our knowledge, the first systematic study of 2wcst’s was conducted by Spuler [21, 22], whose
definition matches our definition of 2wcstnil ’s. Prior to that work, Andersson [3] presented some
experimental results in which using two-way comparisons improved performance. Earlier, various
other types of search trees called split trees, which are essentially restricted variants of 2wcst’s,
were studied in [20, 15, 19, 12, 14]. (As pointed out in [5], the results in [21, 22, 14] contain some
fundamental errors.)
Our contribution. The discussion above leads naturally to the following question: “for two-way
comparison search trees, what is the additional cost of returning locations for all non-key queries”?
We prove that this additional cost is at most 1. Specifically (Theorem 1 in Section 3), for any
2wcstnil T ∗ there is a 2wcstloc T 0 solving the same instance, such that the (expected) cost of a
query in T 0 is at most 1 more than in T ∗ . We find this result to be somewhat counter-intuitive,
since, as illustrated in Figure 1, a leaf in a 2wcstnil may represent queries from multiple (perhaps
even all) inter-query intervals, so in the corresponding 2wcstloc it needs to be split into multiple
leaves by adding inequality comparisons, which can significantly increase the tree depth. The proof
uses a probabilistic construction that converts T ∗ into a random 2wcstloc T 0 , increasing the depth
of each leaf by at most one in expectation.
The bound in Theorem 1 is tight. To see why, consider an example with just one key 1 whose
probability is  ∈ (0, 21 ) and inter-key intervals (−∞, 1) and (1, ∞) having probabilities  and 1 − 2,
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Figure 1: Identifying non-keys can cost more. In this example, all keys and inter-key intervals have
probability 51 . The cost of the 2wcstnil on the left is 1 · 15 + 2 · 15 + 2 · 35 = 95 . The cost of the
2wcstloc on the right is 2 · 51 + 3 · 15 + 3 · 15 + 2 · 15 + 2 · 15 = 12
5 . We use the standard convention
for graphical representation of search trees, with queries in the internal nodes, and with search
proceeding to the left child if the answer to the query is “yes” and to the right child if the answer
is “no”.
respectively. The optimum 2wcstnil has cost 1, while the optimum 2wcstloc has cost 2−. Taking
 arbitrarily close to 0 establishes the gap. (As in the rest of the paper, in this example the allowed
comparisons are “=” and “<”, but see the discussion in Section 5.)
Successful-only model. Many authors have considered successful-only models, in which the trees
support key queries but not non-key queries. For 3wcst’s, Knuth’s algorithm [16] can be used
for both the all-query and successful-only variants. For 2wcst’s, in successful-only models the
distinction between 2wcstloc and 2wcstnil does not arise. Alphabetic trees can be considered as
2wcst trees, in the successful-only model, restricted to using only “<” comparisons. They can be
built in O(n log n) time [13, 10]. Anderson et al. [2] gave an O(n4 )-time algorithm for successful-only
2wcst’s that use “<” and “=” comparisons. With some effort, their algorithm can be extended to
handle non-key queries too. A simpler and equally fast algorithm, handling all variants of 2wcst’s
(successful only, 2wcstnil , or 2wcstloc ’s) was recently described in [7].
Application to entropy bounds. For most types of two-way comparison search trees, the entropy
of the distribution is a lower bound on the optimum cost. This bound has been widely used,
for example to analyze approximation algorithms (e.g. [18, 23, 4, 6]). Its applicability to “20Questions”-style games (closely related to constructing 2wcst’s) was recently studied by Dagal et
al. [8, 9]. But the entropy bound does not apply directly to 2wcstnil ’s. Section 4 explains why,
and how, with Theorem 1, it can be applied to such trees.
Other gap bounds. To our knowledge, the gap between 2wcstloc ’s and 2wcstnil ’s has not previously been considered. But gaps between other classes of search trees have been studied. Andersson [3] observed that for any depth-d 3wcst, there is an equivalent 2wcstloc of depth at
most d + 1. Gilbert and Moore [11] showed that for any successful-only 2wcst (using arbitrary
binary comparisons), there is one using only “<” comparisons that costs at most 2 more. This was
improved slightly by Yeung [23]. Anderson et al. [2, Theorem 11] showed that for any successfulonly 2wcst that uses “<” and “=” comparisons, there is one using only “<” comparisons that
costs at most 1 more. Chrobak et al. [4, 6, Theorem 2] leveraged Yeung’s result to show that for
any 2wcstloc (of any kind, using arbitrary binary comparisons) there is one using only “<” and
“=” comparisons that costs at most 3 more. The trees guaranteed to exist by the gap bounds
3

in [11, 23, 2, 4, 6] can be computed in O(n log n) time, whereas the fastest algorithms known for
computing their optimal counterparts take time Θ(n4 ).

2

Preliminaries

Without loss of generality, throughout the paper assume that the set of keys is K = {1, 2, . . . , n}
(with n ≥ 0) and that all queries are from the open interval U = (0, n + 1).
In a 2wcstloc T each internal node represents a comparison between the query value, denoted
by q, and a key k ∈ K. There are two types of comparison nodes: equality comparison nodes
hq = ki, and inequality comparison nodes hq < ki. Each comparison node in T has two children, one
left and one right, that correspond to the “yes” and “no” outcomes of the comparison, respectively.
For each key k there is a leaf {k} in T and for each i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} there is a leaf identified by
open interval (i, i + 1). For any node N of T , the subtree of T rooted at N (that is, induced by N
and its descendants) is denoted TN .
Consider a query q ∈ U. A search for q in a 2wcstloc T starts at the root node of T and follows
a path from the root towards a leaf. At each step, if the current node is a comparison hq = ki or
hq < ki, if the outcome is “yes” then the search proceeds to the left child, otherwise it proceeds to
the right child. A tree is correct if each query q ∈ U reaches a leaf ` such that q ∈ `. Note that in
a 2wcstloc there must be a comparison node hq = ki for each key k ∈ K.
The input is specified by a probability distribution (α, β) on queries, where, for each key k ∈ K,
the probability that q = k is βk and for each i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} the probability that q ∈ (i, i + 1)
is αi . As the set of queries is fixed, the instance is uniquely determined by (α, β). The cost of a
given query q is the number of comparisons in a search for q in T , and the cost of tree T , denoted
cost(T ), is the expected cost of a random query q. (Naturally, cost(T ) depends on (α, β), but the
instance is always understood from context, so is omitted from the notation.) More specifically,
for any query q ∈ U, let depthT (q) denote the query depth of q in T — the number of comparisons
made by a search in T for q. Then cost(T ) is the expected value of depthT (q), where random query
q is chosen according to the query distribution (α, β).
The definition of 2wcstnil ’s is similar to 2wcstloc ’s. The only difference is that non-key leaves
do not represent the inter-key interval of the query: in a 2wcstnil , each leaf either represents a key
k as before, or is marked with the special symbol ⊥, representing any non-key query. A 2wcstnil
may have multiple leaves marked ⊥, and searches for queries in different inter-key intervals may
terminate at the same leaf.
Also, the above definitions permit any key (or inter-key interval, for 2wcstloc ’s) to have more
than one associated leaf, in which case the tree is redundant. Formally, for any node N , denote by
UN the set of query values whose search reaches N . (For the root, UN = U.) Call a node N of
T redundant if UN = ∅. Define tree T to be redundant if it contains at least one redundant node.
There is always an optimal tree that is non-redundant: any redundant tree T can be made nonredundant, without increasing cost, by splicing out parents of redundant nodes. (If N is redundant,
replace its parent M by the sibling of N , removing M and TN .) But in the proof of Theorem 1 it
is technically useful to allow redundant trees.
For any non-redundant 2wcstloc tree T , the cost is conventionally expressed in terms of leaf
weights: each key leaf N = {k} has weight wN = βk , while each non-key leaf N = (i, i + 1) has
weight wN = αi . In this notation, letting leaves(T ) denote the set of leaves of T and depthT (N )
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denote the depth of a node N in T ,
cost(T ) =

X

wL · depthT (L).

(1)

L∈ leaves(T )

But the proof of Theorem 1 uses only the earlier definition of cost, which applies in all cases
(redundant or non-redundant, 2wcstloc or 2wcstnil ).

3

The Gap Bound

This section proves Theorem 1, that the additional cost of returning locations of non-key queries
is at most 1. The proof uses a probabilistic construction that converts any 2wcstnil (a tree that
does not identify locations of unsuccessful queries) into a random 2wcstloc (a tree that does). The
conversion increases the depth of each leaf by at most 1 in expectation, so increases the tree cost
by at most 1 in expectation.
Theorem 1. Fix some instance (α, β). For any 2wcstnil tree T ∗ for (α, β) there is a 2wcstloc
tree T 0 for (α, β) such that cost(T 0 ) ≤ cost(T ∗ ) + 1.
Proof. Let T ∗ be a given 2wcstnil . Without loss of generality assume that T ∗ is non-redundant.
We describe a randomized algorithm that converts T ∗ into a random 2wcstloc tree T 0 for (α, β)
with expected cost E[cost(T 0 )] ≤ cost(T ∗ ) + 1. Since the average cost of a random tree T 0 satisfies
this inequality, some 2wcstloc tree T 00 must exist satisfying cost(T 00 ) ≤ cost(T ∗ ) + 1, proving the
theorem. Our conversion algorithm starts with T = T ∗ and then gradually modifies T , processing
it bottom-up, and eventually produces T 0 .
For any key k ∈ K, let `k denote the unique ⊥-leaf at which a search for k starting in the
no-child of hq = ki would end. Say that a leaf ` has a break due to k if k separates the query set U`
of `; that is, ∃q, q 0 ∈ U` with q < k < q 0 . Note that `k is the only leaf in the tree that can have a
break due to k.
In essence, the algorithm converts T ∗ into a (random) 2wcstloc tree T 0 by removing the breaks
one by one. For each equality test hq = ki in T ∗ , the algorithm adds one less-than comparison node
hq < ki near hq = ki to remove any potential break in `k due to k. (Here, by “near” we mean that
this new node becomes either the parent or a child or a grandchild of hq = ki.) This can increase
the depth of some leaves. The algorithm adds these new nodes in such a way that, in expectation,
each leaf’s depth will increase by at most 1 during the whole process. In the end, if ` is a ⊥-leaf
that does not have any breaks, then U` represents an inter-key interval. (Here we also use the
assumption that T ∗ is non-redundant.) Thus, once we remove all breaks from ⊥-leaves, we obtain
a 2wcstloc tree T 0 .
To build some intuition before we dive into a formal argument, let’s consider a node N = hq = Bi,
where B is a key, and suppose that leaf `B has a break due to B. The left child of N is leaf {B}, and
let t denote the right subtree of N . We can modify the tree by creating a new node N 0 = hq < Bi,
making it the right child of N , with left and right subtrees of N 0 being copies of t (from which
redundant nodes can be removed). This will split `B into two copies and remove the break due
to `B , as desired. Unfortunately, this simple transformation also can increase the depth of some
leaves, and thus also the cost of the tree.
In order to avoid this increase of depth, our tree modifications also involve some local rebalancing
that compensates for adding an additional node. The example above will be handled using a case
5

analysis. As one case, suppose that the root of t is a comparison node M = hq  Ai, where  ∈ {<, =}
is any comparison operator and A is a key smaller than B. Denote by t1 and t2 the left and right
subtrees of M . Our local transformation for this case is shown in Figure 2(b). It also introduces
N 0 = hq < Bi, as before, but makes it the parent of N . Its left subtree is M , whose left and right
subtrees are t1 and a copy of t2 . Its right subtree is N , whose right subtree is a copy of t2 . As can
be easily seen, this modification does not change the depth of any leaves except for `B . It is also
correct, because in the original tree a search for any query r ≥ B that reaches N cannot descend
into t1 .
The full algorithm described below breaks the problem into multiple cases. Roughly, in cases
when `B is deep enough in the subtree TN∗ of T ∗ rooted at N , we show that TN∗ can be rebalanced
after splitting `B . Only when `B is close to N we might need to increase the depth of TN∗ .
Conversion algorithm. The algorithm processes all nodes in T ∗ bottom-up, via a post-order node
traversal, doing a conversion step Convert(N ) on each equality-test node N of T ∗ . (Post-order
traversal is necessary for the proof of correctness and analysis of cost.) More formally, the algorithm
starts with T = T ∗ and executes Process(T ), where Process(TN ) is a recursive procedure that
modifies the subtree rooted at node N in the current tree T as follows:
Process(TN ):

For each child N2 of N , do Process(TN2 ).
If N is an equality-test node, Convert(N ).
(By definition, if N is a leaf then Process(TN ) does nothing.)
Procedure Process() will create copies of some subtrees and, as a result, it will also create
redundant nodes in T . This might seem unnatural and wasteful, but it streamlines the description
of the algorithm and the proof. Once we construct the final tree T 0 , these redundant nodes can be
removed from T 0 following the method outlined in Section 2.
Subroutine Convert(N ), where N is an equality-test node hq = Bi, has three steps:
1. Consider the path from N to `B . Let P be the prefix of this path that starts at N and
continues just until P contains either
(i) the leaf `B , or
(ii) a second comparison to key B, or
(iii) any comparison to a key smaller than B, or
(iv) two comparisons to keys (possibly equal) larger than B.
Thus, prefix P contains N and at most two other nodes. In case (iii), the last node on P
with comparison to a key smaller than B will be denoted hq  Ai, where  ∈ {=, <} is the
comparison operation and A is this key. If P has a comparison to a key larger than B, denote
the first such key by D; if there is a second such key, denote it C if smaller than D, or E if
larger.
2. Next, determine the type of N . The type of N is whichever of the ten cases (a1)-(h) in Fig. 2
matches prefix P . (We show below that one of the ten must match P .)
3. Having identified the type of N , replace the subtree TN rooted at N (in place) by the replacement for its type from Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: The ten possible types of an equality-node N , i.e. hq = Bi. For each type we show the
conversion of its subtree TN . Type (d) gives two possible replacements, and the algorithm chooses
one randomly. The nodes on the prefix P of the path from N to leaf `B have dark outlines. Along P ,
key A is the first key (if any) less than B. Key D is the first key (if any) larger than B. The second
key (if any) larger than B is either C or E. In types (b) and (d), symbol  is a comparison operator,
 ∈ {<, =}. In cases (a1) and (a2), leaf `B is split into two leaves `0B and `00B , with appropriately
modified query sets. In cases (b) and (d)-(h), the copies of `B are in the duplicated sub-subtree ti
of hq = Bi.
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For example, N is of type (b) if the second node N2 on P does a comparison to a key less than
B; therefore, as described in (1) (iii) above, N2 is of the form hq  Ai. For type (b), the new subtree
splits P by adding a new comparison node hq < Bi, with yes-child N2 and no-child N , with subtrees
copied appropriately from TN . (These trees are copied as they are, without removing redundancies.
So after the reduction the tree will have two identical copies of t2 .) For type (d), there are two
possible choices for the replacement subtree. In this case, the algorithm chooses one of the two
uniformly at random.
Intuitively, the effect of each conversion in Fig. 2 is that leaf `B gets split into two leaves, one
containing the queries smaller than B and the other containing the queries larger than B. This is
explicit in cases (a1) and (a2) where these two new leaves are denoted `0B and `00B , and is implicit
in the remaining cases. The two leaves resulting from the split may still contain other breaks, for
keys of equality tests above N . (If it so happens that B equals min U`B or max U`B , meaning that
B is not actually a break, then the query set of one of the resulting leaves will be empty.)
This defines the algorithm. Let T 0 = Process(T ∗ ) denote the random tree it outputs. As
explained earlier, T 0 may be redundant.
Correctness of the algorithm. By inspection, Convert(N ) maintains correctness of the tree while
removing the break for N ’s key B, without introducing any new breaks. Hence, provided the
algorithm completes successfully, the tree T 0 that it outputs is a correct tree. To complete the
proof of correctness, we prove the following claim.
Claim 2. In each call to Convert, some conversion (a1)-(h) applies.
Proof. Consider the time just before Step (3) of Convert(N ). Let key B, subtree TN , and path
P be as defined for steps (1)–(3) in converting N . Recall that N is hq = Bi. Assume inductively
that each equality-test descendant of N , when converted, had one of the ten types. Let N2 be the
second node on P , N ’s no-child. Let N3 be the third node, if any. We consider a number of cases.
Case 1. N2 is a leaf: Then N is of type (a1).
Case 2. N2 is a comparison node with key less than B: Then N is of type (b).
Case 3. N2 is a comparison node with key B: Then N2 cannot do an equality test to B, because
N does that, the initial tree was irreducible, and no conversion introduces a new equality test. So
N is of type (c1).
Case 4. N2 is a comparison node with key larger than B: Denote N2 ’s key by D. In this case P
has three nodes. There are two sub-cases:
Case 4.1. N2 does a less-than test (N2 is hq < Di): By definition of P and `B , the yes-child of
N2 is the third node N3 on P . If N3 is a leaf, then N is of type (a2). Otherwise N3 is a
comparison node. If N3 ’s key is smaller than B, then N is of type (d). If N3 ’s key is B, then N
is of type (c2). (This is because B has at most one equality node in TN , as explained in Case 3.)
If N3 ’s key is larger than B and less than D, then N is of type (e) or (f).
To finish Case 4.1, we claim that N3 ’s key cannot be D or larger. Suppose otherwise for
contradiction. Let N3 be hq  D0 i, where D0 ≥ D. By inspection of each conversion type, no
conversion produces an inequality root whose yes-child has larger key, so N2 was not produced
by a previous conversion. So N2 was in the original tree T ∗ , where, furthermore, N2 ’s yes-subtree
contained a node with the key D0 . (This holds whether N3 itself was in T ∗ , or N3 was produced
by some conversion, as no conversion adds new comparison keys to its subtree.) This contradicts
the irreducibility of T ∗ , proving the claim.
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Case 4.2. N2 does an equality test (N2 is hq = Di): By the recursive nature of Process(), the
tree rooted at N2 must be the result of applying Process() to the earlier no-child of N =
hq = Bi. Further it must be the result of a Convert() operation (since Process() of an inequality
comparison just returns that inequality comparison as root). Consider the previous conversion
that produced N2 . Inspecting the conversion types, the only conversions that could have produced
N2 (with equality test at the root) are types (a1), (a2), (c1), and (c2). Each such conversion
produces a subtree TN2 where N2 ’s no-child does some less-than test hq < Xi to a key at least as
large as the key of the root, that is X ≥ D. This node is now N3 .
So, if X = D, then N is of type (g), while if X > D, then N is of type (h).
In summary, we have shown that at each step of our algorithm at least one of the cases in Fig. 2
applies. This completes the proof of Claim 2.
Cost estimate. Continuing the proof of Theorem 1, we now estimate the cost of T 0 , the random tree
produced by the algorithm. To prove E[cost(T 0 )] ≤ cost(T ∗ ) + 1, we prove that, in expectation, the
cost of each query r increases by at most 1. More precisely, we prove that for every query r ∈ U,
we have E[depthT 0 (r)] ≤ depthT ∗ (r) + 1.
Fix any query r ∈ U. We distinguish two cases, depending on whether r is a key or not.
Case 1. r ∈ K: Then key r has one equality node hq = ri in T ∗ . By inspection, each conversion (b)
or (d)-(h) increases the query depth of the key B of converted node hq = Bi (i.e., N ) by 1, and, in
expectation, does not increase any other query depth. For example, consider a conversion of type
(d). The depth of the root of subtree t1 either increases by one or decreases by one, and, since
each is equally likely, is unchanged in expectation. Likewise for t3 and the first copy of t2 . The
depth of the root of the second copy of t2 is unchanged. Also, the queries r that descend into t2
in TN can be partitioned into those smaller than B, and those larger. For either random choice of
replacement subtree, the former descend into the first copy of t2 , the latter descend into the second
copy. Hence, in expectation, if r = B then this conversion increases the query depth of r by at
most 1, and if r ∈ U − {B} then r’s query depth does not increase.
By inspection of the two remaining conversion types, (a1) and (a2), each of those increases the
depth of the queries in `B ’s query set by 1, without increasing the query depth of any other query.
Since r ∈ K, query r is not in leaf `B for any such conversion. Hence, conversions (a1) and (a2)
don’t increase r’s query depth.
So at most one conversion step in the entire sequence can increase r’s query depth (in expectation) — the conversion whose root is the equality-test node for r, which increases the query depth
by at most 1. It follows that the entire sequence increases the query depth of r by at most 1 in
expectation.
Case 2. r 6∈ K: In this case, r has no equality node in T ∗ . As observed in Case 1, the only conversion
step that can increase the query depth of r (in expectation) is an (a1) or (a2) conversion of a node
hq = Bi where `B is r’s leaf (that is, r ∈ U` ). This step increases r’s query depth by 1.
So consider the tree just before such a conversion step applied to the subtree TN , where case (a1)
or (a2) is applied and r’s leaf is `B . We show the following property holds at that time:
Claim 3. There was no earlier step whose conversion subtree contained the leaf of r.
Proof. To justify this claim, we consider cases (a1) and (a2) separately. For case (a1), r’s leaf
has no processed ancestors. (A “processed” node is any node in the replacement subtree of any
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previously implemented conversion.) But there is no conversion type that produces such a leaf,
proving the claim in this case. The argument in case (a2) is a bit less obvious but similar: in this
case r’s leaf is a yes-child and its parent is an inequality node that is the only processed ancestor
of this leaf. By inspection of each conversion type, for each conversion that produces a leaf with
only one processed ancestor (which would necessarily be the root for the converted subtree), this
ancestor is either an equality test (cases (a1), (a2), (c1), (c2)), or has this leaf be a no-child of its
parent (the second option of case (d), with t3 being a leaf). Thus no such conversion can produce
a subtree of type (a2) with r’s leaf being `B , completing the proof of the claim.
We then conclude that in this case (r 6∈ K), there is at most one step in which the expected
query depth of r can increase; and if it does, it increases only by 1, so the total increase of r’s query
depth is at most 1 in expectation.
Summarizing, in either Case 1 or 2, the entire sequence of operations increases r’s query depth
by at most one in expectation (with respect to the random choices of the algorithm), that is
E[depthT 0 (r)] ≤ depthT ∗ (r) + 1. Since this property holds for any r ∈ U, applying linearity of
expectation (and using depthT ((i, i + 1)) to represent the depth in T of queries in inter-key interval
(i, i + 1)),
i
hP
Pn
n
((i,
i
+
1))
α
depth
(i)
+
E[cost(T 0 )] = E
β
depth
0
0
i
i
T
T
i=0
i=1
Pn
Pn
=
βi E[depthT 0 (i)] + i=0 αi E[depthT 0 ((i, i + 1))]
Pni=1
Pn
≤
i=1 βi (1 + depthT ∗ (i)) +
i=0 αi (1 + depthT ∗ ((i, i + 1)))
= 1 + cost(T ∗ ).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

4

Application To Entropy Bounds

In general, a search tree determines the answer to a query from a set of some number m of possible
answers. In the successful-only model there are n possible answers, namely the key values. In the
general 2wcstloc model there are 2n+1 answers: the n key values and the n+1 inter-key intervals.
In the 2wcstnil model there are n + 1 answers: the n key values and ⊥. Let p be a probability
distribution on the m answers, namely pj is the probability that the answer to a random query
should be the jth answer. It is well-known that any binary-comparison
P search tree T that returns
such answers in its leaves satisfies cost(T ) ≥ H(p), where H(p) = j pj log2 p1j is the Shannon
entropy of p. This fact is a main tool used for lower bounding the optimal cost of search trees [1].
The entropy bound can be weak when applied directly to 2wcstnil ’s. To see why, consider a
probability distribution (α, β) on keys and inter-key intervals. Since 2wcstnil ’s do not actually
identify inter-key intervals, the answers associated with a 2wcstnil are the key values and the
⊥ symbol
representing the “not a key” answer, so the corresponding distribution is (A, β), for
P
A = i αi . Thus the entropy lower bound is
cost(T ∗ ) ≥ H(A, β) = A log2

1
1 X
+
βi log2
A
βi
i
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for any 2wcstnil tree T ∗ . On the other hand, by Theorem 1, cost(T ∗ ) ≥ cost(T 0 ) − 1 for some
2wcstloc tree T 0 . The entropy lower bound cost(T 0 ) ≥ H(α, β) applies to T 0 , giving the following
lower bound:
Corollary 4. For any 2wcstnil tree T ∗ for any input (α, β), cost(T ∗ ) ≥ H(α, β) − 1.
To see that this bound can be stronger, consider
Suppose that
 the following extreme example.
1
1
1 P
1
2
βk = 1/n for all k, and that αi = n+1 1 − n for all i. Then A = 1 − n ,
k βk log2 βk =
P
Θ(log2 (n)/n), and i αi log2 α1i = log2 n − O(log(n)/n). The direct entropy lower bound, H(A, β),
is
1
 log n 
1
1 X
βk log2
= Θ
+Θ
= o(1).
A log2 +
A
βk
n
n
k

In contrast the lower bound in Corollary 4 is
−1 +

X

αi log2

i

X
1
1
= log2 (n) − o(1) − 1,
+
βk log2
αi
βk
k

which is tight up to lower-order terms.
Generally, the difference between the lower bound from Corollary 4 and the direct entropy lower
bound is A H(α/A) − 1. This is always at least −1. A sufficient condition for the difference to
be large is that A = ω(1/ log n), with Ω(n) αi ’s distributed more or less uniformly (i.e., αi /A =
Ω(1/n)), so H(α/A) = Θ(log n).

5

Final Comments

The proof of Theorem 1 is quite intricate. It would be worthwhile to find a more elementary
argument. We leave this as an open problem.
We should point out that bounding the gap by a constant larger than 1 is considerably easier.
For example, one can establish a constant gap result by following the basic idea of our conversion
argument in Section 3 but using only a few simple rotations to achieve rebalancing. (The value
of the constant may depend on the rebalancing strategy.) Another idea involves “merging” each
key k in T ∗ and the adjacent failure interval (k, k + 1) into one key with probability βk + αk ,
computing an optimal (successful-only) tree T 0 for these new merged keys, and then splitting the
leaf corresponding to this new key into two leaves, using an equality comparison. A careful analysis
using the Kraft-Mcmillan inequality and the construction of alphabetic trees in [1, Theorem 3.4]
shows that cost(T 0 ) ≤ cost(T ∗ ) + 1, proving a gap bound of 2. (One reviewer of the paper also
suggested this approach.) Reducing the gap to 1 using this strategy does not seem possible though,
as the second step inevitably adds 1 to the gap all by itself.
Theorem 1 assumes that the allowed comparisons are “=” and “<”, but the proof can be
extended to also allow comparison “≤” (that is, each comparison may be any of {=, <, ≤}) by
considering a few additional cases in Figure 2. In the model with three comparisons, we do not
know whether the bound of 1 in Theorem 1 is tight.
One other intriguing and related open problem is the complexity of computing optimum 2wcst’s.
The fastest algorithms in the literature for computing such optimal trees run in time Θ(n4 ) [2, 4,
6, 7]. Speed-up techniques for dynamic programming based on Monge properties or quadrangle inequality, now standard, were used to develop an O(n2 ) algorithm for computing optimal
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3wcst’s [16]. These techniques do not seem to apply to 2wcst’s, and new techniques would be
needed to reduce the running time to o(n4 ).
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